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weapons—some of which survive—and with leathern
shields, bows, and arrows. So early history may be gradu-
ally disentangled from legend and the symbols of later
Chinese art may be traced to their sources. Dr. Li Chih
has argued that the so-called tieh or 'ogre's head' of
Chou and later bronzes is a bull's head which marked the
sacrificial vessel for blood, and that the comb of girls' head-
dresses is a cock's head symbolizing industry* For they
must rise at dawn, and this is their badge of servitude,
proudly worn as an ornament, stylized almost beyond
recognition.
This early oracle-seeking people who dwelt in and about
Honan was finally conquered in the twelfth century b.c.
by the western Chou, living west of Shensi, whose odes
reveal them as worshippers of Shang-ti (the Supreme God)
and of Hao-t'ien (the August Heaven). These they held
to be just and friendly powers.
These beliefs were gradually blended into what may be
called Sinism, the classical religion of China, with its twin
pillars of ancestor-worship and obedience to the Divine
Will. A hierarchy of spirits was indeed soon established.
Shang-ti in company with the gods of Sun, Moon, and Stars
and other objects of Nature together with the deified ances-
tors of the race form the upper tier: below them were
family spirits and tribal gods. As newly conquered peoples
were added to the empire and foreign influences pene-
trated it, this pantheon continued to grow. In it to-day
there are many Indian as well as frontier gods side by side
with Taoist and Sinitic figures*
III
The early sacrificial bronzes are works of art—revealing
'plastic harmonies of the most surprising kind', and this
many centuries before the Greeks. China begins in fact
to show her supremacy in art. She attributes the begin-
nings of bronze-casting to the Yellow Emperor, about
4500 b.c., and also believes that Yu cast nine three-legged
vessels of metal brought in as tribute from the nine pro-

